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A pretty fundamental conclusion is that
we don’t even have a definition of
“service”. Whilst there’s reasonable
agreement around Web Services, driven
of course by the protocol development
activity, the underlying capability that
the technology interface exposes has
been ignored. Of course this is entirely
predictable - the cynics amongst us
might say that it happens with every
technology trend; we get the technology
figured out pretty quickly, then we look
and see if there’s a business problem
that we can solve.

Whilst there wasn’t sufficient time to
complete any definition work at the
WS-P meeting, there was unanimity on
the issue that the primary service
construct is a “capability”, which is the
combination of some function together
with some delivery technology. In a
practical application this represents the
composite business service, comprising
the product and its delivery. For example
PurchaseBook is the end to end service
provided by Amazon that satisfies my
need to have a copy of a particular book.

This raises the question of the
relationship between the constructs of
“service” and “process”. If you accept
that definition, then a service may invoke
one or more capabilities that we currently
call processes, in Amazon’s case -
OrderBook, ShipBook, TrackDelivery etc. 
But then what’s the difference between
a service and a process? As we create
increasingly generalized business
services these may be combined into
many different collaborations and
hierarchies to create new product/
service offerings. 

I don’t believe this is as academic as it
might appear. The primary message that
I came away with from the WS-P meeting
was that we are today still fixated on the 
technology, and that the real opportunity 

that services represent is to fully
integrate business and IT matters. As
someone said to me, “if service is a
common construct between business
and IT, there is no separate
requirements process”, where the IT
project team attempt to interpret the
wishes of the “users”. In fact the notion
of “user” goes away. The specification of
information support is an integral part
of product/service design. This simple
conclusion suggests a wholesale
reengineering of conventional role/
responsibilities between what we refer
to today as business and IT.

In this context, there is a huge
responsibility on the IT community to
develop meaningful definitions and
delivery processes that allow us to
communicate in a manner appropriate
for purpose; perhaps we now have the
opportunity to establish a new approach
to service specification that allows
business and IT folk to collaborate in
much more effective ways.

In this months lead report, I suggest that
most of us are still in the early phases of
service thinking, and that we are only
now entering a major paradigm shift that
will profoundly alter our perspective from
techno to business centric. I discuss this
in terms of a high level maturity model,
which I hope you find a useful device for
communication, particularly with your
business colleagues.

Regards, David Sprott
david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

LINKS: By the time the CBDI Journal is
published the proceedings of the WS-P
meeting should be available at
http://www.cbdiforum.com/report.php3?
topic_id=7

If you have a particular interest in this
area, you can sign-up to receive regular
notification of activities around WS-P. 

At the end of April we

held the first in what we

hope will be a series of

WS-P meetings to

examine service impacts

on the delivery process.

The meeting was a first

step into an area that is

poorly understood, and

we grappled with basic

issues and realized we

don’t even have an

agreed nomenclature of

the things that we are

dealing with.
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By David Sprott Introduction
Every parent is familiar with the sound of
the tiny voice piping up from the rear
seats of the automobile “when are we
going to be there?” Many are starting to
ask the same question of Web Services,
which are on the face of it, taking an
inordinate amount of time to come to
anything like widespread acceptance.
Believe it or not it’s nearly three years
since Web Services first came on the
scene, and four since XML-RPC activity
signaled the paradigm shift. Two things
are clear - first Web Services are far from
mature by any measure, and second we
have a long way to run before we reach
anything like maturity. 

You might well ask, “What defines a
mature state?” Also “What happens
after we reach maturity?” Although, as
our recent survey confirmed, many
organizations are adopting Web
Services, equally many organizations
are deliberately adopting conservative,
mainstream adoption policies, and
currently staying out of the Web Services 

market. In a difficult economic climate,
why take a risk if you don’t have to?

Yet Web Services are a little different to
many other new technology trends. Web
Services are clearly evolutionary insofar
as they enable wrapping of existing
application functionality, and provide
early ROI based on improved reuse and
better structured applications. And with
the standards process very obviously
following a course of layering complexity
upon complexity, it is clear that a
prediction of concept maturity based
on the standards would be 2005 at
the earliest.

Is there a risk that Web Services will fail,
and be superseded by something else or
simply swept aside by some new
technology trend? Frankly this is about
as likely as a collision with a stray
interplanetary body. With the hegemony
of Microsoft and IBM driving Web Services
at the core of their business strategy, this
is a technology that is going  to run and
run. So the questions to ask are when do
you jump on the train and why?

Adopting Web Services and SOA is an evolutionary

process for vendors and their customers. The question is

how do you manage progress and risk in a constantly

changing environment? While the technology issues are

inevitably dominant today, this is merely a symptom of the

immaturity of the service environment. Very soon business

issues will dominate. In this report we introduce a high

level maturity model that provides a communication vehicle

for aligning business and technology roadmaps.

A Web Services
Maturity Model

Best Practice Report



Those businesses that sit

back and allow technology

matters to drive their use

of services will almost

certainly fail to survive

what looks like a profound

change in business

practices, which will

occur in the second half

of this decade.
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just see a major advance in
implementation technologies happening
concurrently, which will deliver massive
simplicity into the service delivery
environment.

Business Maturity
In Richard Veryard’s recent reports on
Modeling for SOA1 he has described the
opportunities that are going to surface as
we achieve the reality of trusted, and
ubiquitous service interoperability. In
particular he has emphasized the
importance of looking at mundane
business processes and services in a
new context, for example looking at the
service ecosystem as the scope for
business design. What we used to call
reengineering before it became over
hyped and unfashionable!

An equally interesting perspective to
examine is the way that business may be
transformed by service thinking. One of
the more interesting reports that I have
personally researched over the past six
months was about BT’s authentication
service2. In this report I discussed how
BT is working on a long term program
which aims to deliver a pervasively used
authentication service. The really key
point here is that the technical delivery of
the service is literally trivial in comparison
to the business task. Although BT is
partnering with a company highly
experienced in authentication and
personal data management, they have
a huge task to persuade initially
businesses and subsequently individuals
to change their customary practices in
relation to personal identification. This is
nothing short of reengineering on a grand
scale. What’s important to note is that
BT is already embarked on this program,
long before the technologies are
anywhere near mature, and is focusing
on business led product design, with
the clear intent to converge with the
maturing technology.

Technology Maturity
If we look at Web Services as a set of
technologies, then we should expect to
see an Atlantic breaker pattern, where
rolling waves are continuously breaking
on the shore, with something resembling
predictability and regularity. Because
the evolution of Web Services is
fundamentally driven by the standards
process, we can forecast when the
waves of security, reliability, management
etc will happen. Although there are
competitive and commercial games
being played with the standards process,
it is to everyone’s advantage that there is
universal buy-in to the WS protocols, and
therefore we can be less concerned
about tactical battles, because the
outcome is pretty much a given.

With most new technologies there is an
observable model where early use of any
new idea is perceived as an extension to
existing practices. So the first automobiles
were designed to look like carriages
without the horse. Mobile phones
provide(d) text messaging facilities that
use the numeric keyboard irrespective of
the difficulty of using the UI.

Although the use of Web Services for
better integration is now becoming
widespread, the reality is they are simply
another layer on top of the infrastructure
that already exists. This is particularly
true in the Java environment, where there
are so many layer mappings - from UML,
to relational, from XML to objects and
back again, and XML to code, that it’s
not surprising that organizations are
going slow, unless there is a real
imperative. In an upcoming report we
look in detail at new XML based
implementation technologies such as X# 
and Water, which clearly have the
potential to make large swathes of
the current development complexity
redundant. So while the technology
world waits for the WS standards to
catch up with expectations, we might
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A Web Services Maturity Model continued...

Four Phases
It seems probable that most organizations
will go through four major phases in the
service oriented environment.

● Early Learning
In this phase it’s a technical service
world. Early activity is exploratory
and mostly about better application
integration. Activity is mostly internal
and an extension to current activity,
and managed under existing
processes.

● Integration
In the second phase business drivers
will start to become important. This
was clear from our survey carried out 
in February 20033, which showed
business appreciation of the benefits
from better, loose coupled architecture.
In this second phase SOA is a critical 

objective, which is justified by greater
business flexibility, and creating an
application environment where
“business” capabilities are exposed
as services which can be easily
reused and upgraded.

The focus in this phase remains very
much on internal activity and external
services continue to use current
practices and technical architectures
for inter company interoperability. 

The adoption of SOA does introduce
some important delivery process
change, as organizations introduce
service delivery and management
tools and techniques, but in the main
this phase is managed by an
extension of current practices.

WS Maturity Model
So how do we rationalize where we are
in the overall march towards a service
oriented world? In our work we advise
the importance of pacing activity in line
with product maturity, whilst at the same
time developing and working towards a
longer term vision. The BT authentication
program is clearly a good case study. 

In Figure 1 we offer a very simple model
to assist communication and planning.
This model is not intended to be
definitive or precise, rather a rough aid to
understanding what’s going on. For
example if the columns don’t all match
up for all the rows at any point in time
don’t worry unduly, it’s the principle of
phased progression that’s important,
and the need to prepare and manage
through it. 

Figure 1: The Web Services Maturity Model
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of massively simpler (and presumably

cheaper) implementation technology

which will act as a significant stimulus

to action.

● Maturity
One hesitates to write and comment

about maturity because it is high

probability that by the time we ever

reached a mature state that new

concepts will have superseded what

we are working with today. However

in our fourth phase and mature state,

services are ubiquitous. Federated

services collaborate and create

complex products with individual

services provided from potentially

many providers. Services are

designed to support the consumer in

their ecosystem, not in a company

specific system or service. Many

business services such as perhaps

the BT authentication service

discussed earlier may have become

pervasive standards. This process

will take considerably longer than the

relatively trivial matter of setting

protocol standards, which can be

carried out by a small group of

technologists sitting in isolation on

top of a mountain. In contrast

business service standards will

require huge investment in marketing

and process reengineering that may

take years to come to maturity.

Summary
The primary message in this report is the

criticality of managing the process of

evolution. Those businesses that sit back

and allow technology matters to drive

their use of services will almost certainly

fail to survive what looks like a profound

change in business practices, which will

occur in the second half of this decade.

What’s needed is a balanced approach
to building the technology with today’s
tools, recognizing that these will certainly
be superseded in due course. The most
important issues are establishing the
loose coupled SOA architecture that
hides the implementation and allows
transparent technology upgrade, while
the reengineered product planning and
process management practices deliver
on innovative new business services that
provide real competitive edge in the
right timeframe.

David Sprott  david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

1. CBDI Best Practice Report - February 2003 -
Modeling for SOA http://www.cbdiforum.com/
secure/interact/2003-02/model.php3

CBDI Best Practice Report - April 2003 -
Modeling for SOA - Worked Example
http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2003
-04/model_soa.php3

2. CBDI April 2003: Product Report - The BT
Authentication Service http://www.cbdiforum.
com/secure/interact/2003-04/bt.php3

3. CBDI Web Services Usage Survey
http://www.cbdiforum.com/bronze/webserv_
usage/webserv_usage.php3

● Reengineering
The third phase represents the point
in time when the man waving the red
flag in front of the automobile is no
longer required. When the automobile
and the mobile phone are designed
for purpose, rather than to replicate
prior practices simply because they
are de facto conventions.

The term reengineering is perhaps not
popular because it has been subject 
to misuse, but it is highly relevant in
this phase where the very purpose of
services will undergo change, as
well as the delivery technologies and
practices.

The primary discontinuity or driver
will be the transition to “business
product” thinking, where the service 
becomes the business product. The
notion of information technology and
systems requirements goes away,
because the requirements are fully
synonymous with the business
product design.

A key pre-condition and driver to this
phase is mature measurement and
management functionality, as well as
ubiquitous external interoperability
enabled by mature security and usage
profile standards.

It is unlikely this phase will be
mainstream before 2005 and it may
well persist for some years as
organizations undergo significant
reengineering, which spans product
design, common services across the
enterprise, much greater consumption
and provision of external services as
well as fundamental reengineering of
processes. As we have indicated
earlier, it is likely that this phase will
coincide with the mature availability



By Oliver Sims

In Part I – The Foundation, we showed how Service

Oriented Architecture can establish better separation

between major enterprise components, and enable

inherently more adaptable back end applications. Part II –

The Bridge discussed how components could be identified

and linked clearly to the business world, so providing a

simple bridge between the business and the IT system. In

this report we examine how these same concepts can

enable effective collaboration intra and inter enterprises.

The key to collaboration is federation – a concept that

enables loosely-coupled but effective integration – through

“higher-level” services. We recommend this approach

because federation as the basis for collaboration and

integration can enable much more rapid business evolution

and responsiveness than other approaches.

Services Oriented Architecture –
Part 3 – Federation

A federation is ...
The title of this report is “The
Federation”. Let’s first define terms:

Federal/federating/federation –
pertaining to “a system of government
in which several States form a unity
but remain independent in internal
affairs; ... an association of largely
independent units.” [COD]

But what, in our context, are the units
being associated? Answer: services.
We’re talking about federations of
services. Federation is therefore about
creating an environment where common
services are made available for use in
conjunction with others.

Let’s start with a typical situation faced
by many enterprises today. Figure 1
shows three legacy systems (X, Y, and Z)
that have been given a service interface
(the blue “lollipops”) through wrappers,
which could use EAI technology
internally. The term “service interface”
refers to a programmatic interface
conforming to the WSDL standard (see
Part I of this series). The wrapper is
implemented using the approaches
described in Part I. Now assume the
enterprise wishes to deploy a service
that is a combination of the existing
services. It can do so by defining a
business process (using one of the many
tools on the market) that firstly provides a 

Best Practice Report
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which is that of flexible, evolvable,
low-maintenance service provision, so
that the business’s time-to-market goals
are met.

Federation and Mature
CBSE
For many organizations, the legacy
problem is possibly the most significant
barrier to evolving modern application
architectures. However, while it is
occasionally intractable, many EAI
products enable a programmatic
interface to be provided. The key
question is what should these interfaces
be? In Part II of this series, we showed
how business elements could be
identified and mapped one-to-one to
service interfaces, such that the
interfaces provided by application-level
code reflected the important business
areas of interest. In other words, the
interfaces that wrap legacy should be
modeled on this basis, so that they map
directly to business needs.

In addition, Part I argued that new or

business evolves, while the service
interface can be rapidly changed due to
current technologies, the provision of
those services – the applications –
cannot. A good service, valued by
customers, can become a poor service
over a relatively short time by being
unable to evolve at the same (or faster)
rate of competitors’. We’re in danger of
exporting the symptoms of our current
legacy integration problem outside the
enterprise – slow response to change,
high cost of maintenance, possible poor
performance, etc.

What we have in Figure 1 is a set of new
legacy services!

So service federation is not just about
gluing together what’s there already; it’s
about seeing federated services as the
basis for future systems architecture,
from the small-grained to the very
large-grained services. When we said
that federation is about creating an
environment where common services are
made available for use in conjunction
with others, we omitted the context,

Figure 1: Legacy Services

service interface, and secondly is largely
implemented through invocation of the
existing services provided by the legacy
systems. Process A in Figure 1 gives an
example of this approach. And what we
have here is a federation: Services
provided by applications X and Y are
“federated” by Process B to provide a
new service.

There are three things in this picture wor-
thy of note:

1. Apps X and Y are not modified in
any way

2. Current services are unaffected

3. The service provided by App Y is
re-used by a second federated
service (Process B).

There are also three things wrong with
the picture:

1. The legacy and packaged applications
are often monolithic: although they
may contain many useful smaller
grained services, they are not usable
because the application designers
did not provide ways of invoking
them from outside the application

2. Because of the monolithic nature of
the applications, the service wrappings
are limited in their scope for service
evolution

3. The function made accessible by the
applications may or may not map to
the function the business needs, and
hence further federation opportunities
are limited.

What’s happening in Figure 1 is that, while
there may be impressive advantages in
providing services outside the enterprise,
in a short time it will become apparent
that the drawbacks of legacy systems –
lack of flexibility, high maintenance
costs, etc. – will leak through to service
provision. In effect, the enterprise will be
exporting the drawbacks of monolithic
systems to their customers. When the

CBDI JOURNAL © CBDI Forum Limited, May 2003 9
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Services Oriented Architecture – Part 3 – Federation continued...

approach discussed in Part II, has
resulted in approaches to service-
orientation that have delivered new
monoliths – with rather pleasant
service-oriented interfaces that are
slow and difficult to evolve over
time.

● Component middleware not only
leaves technology “glue” to be
built by most if not all organizations
making significant use of them,
but it also tends to have built-in
design biases (such as EJB’s rigid
session/entity dichotomy) that can
sometimes make effective design
more difficult. 

● Lastly, but probably most
importantly, an inability (for varying
reasons) to make the organizational
changes necessary. We will re-visit
this question in Part V.

component container middleware,
although such middleware makes
the job easier. But component
container middleware alone does
not produce well-designed systems
that meet the goals of CBSE. 

● Lack of focus on architecture,
especially dependency
management. Mature CBSE
requires several things to be
combined into an effective design
and build environment, all
informed by a clearly defined
architecture which shows how
application systems built in
conformance with that architecture
will meet the business’s needs for
responsiveness and time-to-market.
Lack of such architecture, together
with lack of processes that support
the kind of business requirements

re-factored applications should be
modularized according to mature CBSE
principles. Such modules, implemented
as components, and aligned with
business elements, can very easily be
provided with service interfaces. While a
mature component approach offered this
capability, relatively few organizations
have succeeded in achieving it. This has
primarily been because:

● The initial focus for CBD was
on off-the-shelf markets in
components. This has not proved
fruitful. Another strand of CBD
looked at components as a better
way of modularizing - which has
been far more fruitful (see Parts I
and II) if less widely-known.1

● Focus on component technology
per se. Effective component
design and build does not need

What is a “Service”?

We have referred to “services”, “service interfaces”,
and “service implementation”. Figure 2 shows a
simplified UML model of these concepts (cardinalities
have been omitted, since they are quite complex,
and the model is, we believe, sufficient for current
purposes without them).

The topmost class is the concept of a run-time service.
This consists of a service interface, through which the
service is programmatically invoked or requested at
run-time, and a service implementation, which is the
code that implements and provides the service. The
lower three classes are the development-time definitions
and specifications that, when put into production in
the run-time, offer and provide a given service.

Federation means that a service implementation may
be nothing more than an invocation of another “lower-
level” service, although federation will normally involve
at least a minimal amount of business logic and/or
data mapping. Figure 2: Simplified Service Concepts

1. The academic world seems to have focussed on CBD as providing a market of off-the-shelf components. One professor recently said to me that CBD is dead, and
service-orientation is the new thing, and applications will be built simply by invoking appropriate services, regardless of where these are or who implemented them.
He seemed to have forgotten that a service must be implemented by something somewhere, else it’s like a chain letter! And mature CBSE is the way to implement
services, as we discussed in Part I.
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Now consider a second system, such as
Order Management, as shown in Figure
4. Here we see re-use of the Customer
and Currency Book components. Since
Customer is dependent on Address
Book, this also appears.

Now consider the two systems as they
would be deployed, as shown in Figure
5. Here we see re-use of Customer and
Currency Book. Hence these components
must be designed such that they provide
services to any appropriate requestor –
or consumer. A key part of this approach
is firstly that the components map to
business elements as defined (or better

such as Invoice and Customer contain
the business rules and validation
associated with the entities themselves,
irrespective of which process invokes
them. Such an entity may make use of
bottom-level “utility” components, such
as an address database manager,
or “AddressBook” component. Utility
components tend to be commodity in
nature; that is, if the enterprise could buy
them off-the-shelf from a third party, it
would. Processes, however, tend to
provide competitive edge, and hence are
likely to be built in-house, or be based
on a package that allows extensive
customization. 

A component higher in the spectrum can
invoke any of those beneath it. This is in
effect a use of the mediator pattern in the
large. The dependencies create an open
directed acyclic graph.

Making mature CBSE viable has probably
mostly been driven by what now can be
seen as a systemic service orientation.
This not only applies to architecture, but
also to organization. Thus effective CBSE
is not possible without a “component
factory” approach [Herzum] (also
addressed by the “product line”
approach [Clements]). This involves
organizing the development environment
in a way that rigidly separates
implementation and provision of the
development and run-time infrastructure
from that of business component
development. The infrastructure
organization provides services to the
component development group.

On the architectural level, mature CBSE
requires that components should be as
autonomous as possible. However, they
are designed from the start to
cooperate with other components to
deliver a solution. This drives stringent
dependency-management approaches
in the architecture. One of the more
important dependency management
schemes is based on the mediator
pattern. [Gamma] The business element
approach described in Part II helps with
this through the realization that business
elements are naturally organized in this
way. That is, there is a spectrum within
which collaboration of autonomous
components happens; the spectrum
stretches from entities with very few
business rules attached to them other
than basic validation through to
high-level processes.

The Federation Spectrum
Figure 3 illustrates this spectrum
applied to a simplified “core business”
component system. An Invoice Manager
component contains the main invoice-
related processes and/or procedures
such as create invoice, print invoice,
update invoice, etc. Important entities

Figure 3: A Spectrum of Components

Figure 4: Example of Order Management Spectrum



Each service

implementation is a

combination of a process

or set of business rules

plus specific usage of

lower-level services.

This is the essence of

federation.

The goal for ESOA is

nothing less than a

world-wide mesh of

collaborating services,

allowing each enterprise

to focus on its core

competence.
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Services Oriented Architecture – Part 3 – Federation continued...

One way of implementing this might be
to modify existing services such as
Invoice Manager, so that the new
process is embedded within them.
However, this would be a gross breach
of encapsulation, and would be
exceptionally poor design. Much better
is to develop a “higher-level” service
implementation that invokes the lower-
level ones. 

Figure 6 illustrates a “Fulfill Order”
service (probably implemented using
BPML-type tools) that makes use of the
services provided by the lower-level
Invoice Manager and Order Manager
services. These in turn make use of the
even lower-level entity services provided
by Customer, Order, Invoice, etc.

In effect, each service implementation is
a combination of a process or set of
business rules plus specific usage of
lower-level services. The term often
used is that higher-level components
“choreograph” those at a lower level.
This is the essence of federation.

Thus we can see a loose hierarchy of
processes. At the bottom, the processes
become procedures and algorithms,

discovered) in the requirements phase of
development, and secondly that each
component is highly service-oriented
such that they can collaborate with
others in providing business solutions.
Thus in the evolution of mature CBSE,
there has been a shift from reuse of
components as pluggable software to
business-oriented reuse and business
collaboration of business services – the
components themselves being the
service implementations.

Finally, notice that the Invoice Manager
and the Order Manager components

provide service interfaces. In this way, the
collaborations that they “choreograph”
are in themselves large-grained
components, which provide service
interfaces to higher-level components.
But what are these higher-level
components? They are the business
service implementations that make use
of “lower-level” processes. For example,
a customer order fulfillment service could
span order placements and invoice
creation as well as other things such as
delivery scheduling. The execution of a
given instance could take several weeks
to complete. 

Figure 5: The Deployed Order Management Spectrum
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and indeed at the limit morph into
data access components, whose main
function is to hide or separate the specific
details of data access. For example,
the “processes” within a Customer or
Order entity service implementation are
typically the sets of algorithms and
business rules to do with validating the
internal contents of a Customer or Order
(for example, “order header must have
more than one order line; each order line
must refer to a valid product).

The Spectrum as a Service
Ontology
The spectrum then is partly data through
process, but more importantly it is a
spectrum of business scope. Hence the
main difference between different levels

process management systems or
workflow systems. Tools2 in these areas
tend to provide for high-level definition of
processes (the service implementation),
such that the service implementation
is interpretive. Lower-level service
implementations (blue in Figure 7) tend to
be much more algorithmic in nature, and
(with today’s technology at least) tend to
be implemented in programming
languages such as Java, through formal
IT development processes, and running
on middleware providing for high
transactions rates and scalability (such
as component container and transaction
processing middleware).
Thus Figure 7 shows a “spectrum of
services”, both internal to the enterprise
or organization, and also external
services. Lower-level services are
federated by higher-level services.

Figure 7 may seem to suggest that a
given process should be placeable at
one of the five levels shown. However,
there are multiple levels. For example,
working in a number of industries, we
have seen that the bottom three levels in
Figure 7 are actually eight or so useful
levels. Furthermore, these levels tend to
be the same within an industry area. For
example, Supply Chain Management
systems are usefully layered as shown in
Figure 8 [Herzum p. 442].

Higher-level and broader-scope services
can also have multiple layers, and work is
on-going as to whether there are useful
industry-wide categorizations. 

Finally, the spectrum could be called a
“spectrum of instability”, since the higher
the level, in general, the more frequently
the processes change. We prefer the

in the spectrum is the business scope
addressed by the service. This implies
that the greater the scope, the larger the
granularity of the resulting federation.
Service granularity means the amount of 
process (and consequential state
change) you get from a single invocation
of a service.

Figure 7 suggests a service ontology
based on these concepts. While not a
rigid classification, it has proved useful in
separating concerns, and in ascribing
implementation technologies. Thus
higher-level services are implemented
by peer-to-peer collaborations (color
coded yellow in the figure), or “flow”
processes such as business process
flows or workflow (green). These levels
are typically implemented by business

Figure 6: Illustration of Fulfill Order Service

2. Higher-level “processes” can be categorized into B2B collaborations, flow-type business processes, and workflow. However, this categorization is partly driven by
the past evolution of tools. Tools in this area tend to implement various developing standards such as BPML (Business Process Modeling Language) and BPEL4WS
(Business Process Execution Language for Web Services). These standards are currently in considerable flux, and it is not yet evident which will win out in the
longer term. The tools and middleware that enables business processes to be specified, and provides for their execution, are often called Business Process
Management Systems (BPMSs). Workflow systems are addressed by the WorkFlow Coalition (WFC), and have broadly the same overall characteristics as BPMSs.
At the detail level, they are quite different, and currently products on the market tend to be either BPMSs or Workflow Systems. It is not yet clear whether in future
they will coalesce into a single kind of product, although we see no a priori reasons why they should not eventually be able to come together.
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Services Oriented Architecture – Part 3 – Federation continued...

Figure 7: A Service Ontology

In summary, enterprise SOA (ESOA) is
the basis for enabling federation through 
good modularization (components), clear
identification of business elements
that are service-oriented and whose
implementation will be components,
architecture that embraces the flexibility
spectrum, and, at the technical level,
definition of WSDL as the means to
define and invoke services. The latter
factor is often overlooked, but is of
considerable importance. As mentioned
in Part I, WSDL scales very well. It is
applicable to all levels of the service
spectrum. And it is a widely-accepted
standard, supported by a large and
growing number of products and tools.
For the first time we have a standard for
all service interfaces, that can apply
from the lowest-level component4 (as
described in Part 1)

Federation example
The various levels of service can be
federated in many different ways.
Figure 9 illustrates one example, where

● The SOA framework for federation
is equally applicable for service
use internal and external to the
organization.

These characteristics provide for
organizational adaptability.3

term “spectrum of flexibility”, to reflect
where high flexibility and ability to rapidly
evolve are vital aspects of architecture
technology selection. The lower levels,
down to the essential entities of the
business, are relatively more stable,
although specific sets of business rules
can sometimes change frequently. This
argues for maintenance of those sets of
business rules such that new versions
can be “plugged into” a component.
Further discussion of how this can be
done is beyond the scope of this report.

Thus in a given situation, flow and
collaboration services will appear at a
number of levels. What is important
here is:

● Each is service-oriented, business
function is provided through
federations of services

● Services are designed and
implemented according to mature
CBSE principles for responsiveness
and agility in the face of business
evolution Figure 8: Multiple Useful Levels of Service

3. A good exposition of how service orientation can affect organization is to be found in the first several chapters of [Harmon].

4. By “component” we mean component as defined in Part I of this series. 
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Figure 9: Levels of Service can be Federated in many different ways
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matter but are formed by business
drivers and concerns.

The goal for ESOA is nothing less than
a world-wide mesh of collaborating
services, allowing each enterprise to
focus on its core competence. Part of
this is the notion of applying the same
model internally, so that within an
enterprise each subsidiary, division,
region, location, and even each
department has its core competence
published as a service. 

But we can’t just build each service
implementation as a new stovepipe. We 
need to bring different services together
as and when required, without touching
the implementation of those services.
The process of doing this is called
“federation”. This third report has shown,
based concepts developed in Parts I
and II, how services that are federations,
and how federations of services, can
be achieved.

Oliver Sims

three enterprises (B-D) collaborate in a
virtual enterprise (A in the figure). We can 
see at least four federations (the figure
does not show all the service interactions
or federations):

● A provides a business process
flow service (Provision Customer),
whose implementation is a
federation that includes, as one of
its parts, invocation of a B2B
collaboration process service
(Contract Negotiation) among B,
C and D.

● D’s part of Contract Negotiation
involves (when the contract has
been agreed) a federation of
existing business flow services,
one of which is Fulfil Order. This
in turn ...

● ... federates several core process
services, one of them being Order
Manager, which in turn ...

● ... federates several core entity
services.

Summary
Thinking service orientation at the
enterprise level leads inexorably to
thinking in terms of systemic service
orientation, both within the enterprise
and outside. In this report, we have
discussed federation of services, where
the federations themselves become
higher-level services in their own right
– but which are implemented by well-
modularized and accessible components,
each of which provides its own services
and also will probably federate other
components of lower granularity. This is
the essence of ESOA. Granularity is to do
with business scope, not in the sense of
the scope of enterprise that needs to
know about it, but in terms of managerial
ownership (about which we’ll talk in
Part V). The important consideration is
that separations between levels of
service federations are not a technology
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Vendor Insight

By Richard Veryard

With the recent acquisitions of Holosofx and Rational,

IBM is now able to present a broad set of modeling tools

for SOA. In this review, we explore IBM’s coverage.

Modeling for SOA –
The IBM Story

Introduction
As we discussed in January, the move
towards On Demand Services, signaled
by IBM and others, creates a new set of
challenges for system development and
management. In recent articles, we have
been exploring some of the implications
of service-based development. CBDI has
argued that design, acquisition and
management of services call for a new
approach to modeling – indeed, a new
approach to development.

CBDI has always been a strong advocate
of model-driven development, and has
welcomed the growing power and
utilization of modeling tools, as well as
the maturing of MDA. Thanks to IBM’s
recent acquisition of Rational – coming
on top of its earlier acquisition of
Holosofx and Rational’s acquisition of
NeuVis – IBM can now present an
attractive story on model-driven
development.

To some extent, however, this is merely
playing catch-up with some of the
more agile tool vendors. The NeuVis
acquisition gave Rational some long-
overdue capability in the MDA space,
and now the Rational acquisition gives
IBM some long-overdue capability in the 

software development space. IBM’s
customer base will naturally expect these 
capabilities to be applied to very large
applications with high data volumes and
performance expectations, and many
customers will be looking hard at the
manageability and scalability of these
solutions.

What IBM has not yet done, however, is
take the further leap forward into full
support for service-based development.
Of course we cannot reasonably expect
IBM to do everything at once. However,
since IBM is explicitly linking its software
development tools to the requirements
of the on-demand business, we should
understand the extent to which these
tools actually support service-based
development.

SOA as paradigm shift
Rational was always inclined to regard
component-based development (CBD)
as a small increment on object
technology, and has produced a fair
amount of collateral recently to argue
that Web Services and SOA represent
merely a small increment on CBD. They
suggest Web Services can be reduced to
a handful of interesting technical issues –
for example, those shown in Box 1.
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some moves in the Microsoft camp as
indicating a move away from Rational.
We note an increasing volume of negative
comments about UML from the Microsoft
camp, perhaps according to the principle
of getting one’s retaliation in first.)

IBM has instead adopted the opposite
tack. Instead of establishing Rational
plus WebSphere Studio as a proprietary
development platform, leading exclusively
to WebSphere as the proprietary
operating platform, it has announced
support for BEA. This, together with a
commitment to continue support for
COM and .Net, indicates a relatively
open strategy for IBM.  It also indicates
an acceptance by IBM that most of its
large corporate customers already deploy
a range of platforms, and it therefore
makes sense to offer a development
environment that spans several major
platforms. This is also wholly consistent
with IBM’s support of Eclipse.

The place of the NeuVis acquisition and
its NeuArchitect capability in this story
remains unclear and intriguing.
NeuArchitect is one of a small number of
visionary products that are pursuing an
MDA strategy focused on delivering
practical model based development2.

Network Dependence

Loosely coupled/tightly bound

Anonymous usage

Multiple systems and platforms

Evolving standards

Box 1: The Challenge of Web
Services Rational’s View1

WebSphere Transaction Management

DB2 Information Management

Lotus Collaboration

Tivoli Systems Management

Rational Software Development

Box 2: IBM Software’s Five Brands

While nobody should underestimate the
difficulty of these issues, in our view they
are by no means the most significant
aspects of SOA. Such a list of technical
issues therefore risks seriously
misrepresenting the true scale of the
SOA challenge.

IBM Coverage
Since the Rational acquisition, IBM now
has a much more powerful story on
software development. IBM Software is
now consolidating all its offerings into five
key software brands, as shown in Box 2.

Although the Holosofx brand name is
disappearing, the products and
capabilities are now being offered as
part of WebSphere Business Integration
Modeler.

IBM’s Software
Development Platform
For software development, IBM offers
the familiar mantra of speed, flexibility
and developer productivity. Software
development includes new applications,
existing applications and packages, and
of course integrating these together.
Software development therefore includes
the automation and integration of
business processes.

As an independent organization, Rational
already had strong links with WebSphere
Studio, and these links are now being
strengthened further. See Figure 1.

However, the links with competitor
platforms will also be retained. When the
acquisition was first announced, there
was concern in some quarters that
Rational would become exclusively tied
to IBM platforms, and that support for
Microsoft .Net in particular would
disappear. (Meanwhile, we may interpret 

With Rational, IBM has acquired a set of
tools for system development and
management, together with a substantial
community of IS users loyal to UML and
RUP. IBM now offers a software
development platform that brings the
Rational toolset together with
WebSphere Studio.

Rational also had a strong presence in
software configuration management,
and we may expect these tools to
be combined with IBM’s system
management products at some stage,
possibly under the Tivoli brand. Figure 1: Based on an IBM diagram
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Prior to the acquisition, it already had
close links with WebSphere Studio, and
we would therefore not be surprised to
find it appearing under the WebSphere
brand rather than the Rational brand.
The ability to generate code from models
featured in NeuArchitect (however it is
branded) is an important part of the MDA
story. We will also look with interest to
see whether NeuArchitect continues to
support the same range of competitor
platforms.

The Rational organization within IBM will
continue to offer best practices (RUP)
and services (mainly training and
support) as well as tools. In some areas,
such as legacy transformation, these
products and services are complemented
by consultancy services from IBM Global
Services.

For enterprise users, a software
development platform needs to be
scalable. It is all very well having a tool
that can support a single developer, or
perhaps a small team of 3-4 developers.
But what happens when you need to
coordinate a large number of projects
and models across an enterprise? This
will clearly become an increasingly
important question for Rational, as it
takes up its appointed position as the
software development platform for IBM
and its customers. IBM may find part
of the answer to this one under the
Lotus brand – since there may now be
an opportunity here to integrate the
development tools with the
collaboration tools.

Towards Service-Based
Development
So what has this newly assembled
portfolio got to offer for service-based
development? As we have discussed
before, SOA raises new issues for
architecture and design, for deployment 

Modeling for SOA – The IBM Story continued...

and management. The focus of
development attention changes.  Some
of the issues that used to be really tricky
are now handled automatically by the
platform or by the middleware; but there
are now some new issues to worry
about. These new issues are precisely
the ones where developers have least
experience, and so require most support.

Decomposition of Requirements/
Identification of Services
One of the most important questions for
the development of services is the
identification of services. How are
business requirements decomposed into
discrete components/services?

The Rational tools allow a designer’s
thoughts to be captured in UML, and
refined. Rational tools also allow the
deployment of common patterns.

As designers get more familiar with SOA,
they will be able to visualize larger and
more complex service-based solutions,
and compose multiple patterns with
confidence. They will be able to identify
and manage cohesion and coupling
within and between services, and make
design judgments that achieve high
levels of flexibility and reuse. However,
as yet few developers have reached this
stage, and most developers will need a
lot more support than the tool currently
provides. This limits the practical
capacity of the Rational platform to
support complex SOA solutions.

Integration of Legacy Services
Reuse of services leads us to expect that
there will be more consumers than
suppliers – and the consumption side
therefore needs at least as much tool
support as the supply side.

Integration of legacy services should
follow a twin-track approach. There will
be some engineers responsible for
reengineering and refactoring legacy
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systems to expose services. A model-
driven approach to legacy systems
would suggest some reverse engineering
to identify services, and some modeling
to help specify the exposed services at
an appropriate level of abstraction.

Other developers can then consume
these services in their applications. This
requires the ability either to invoke a
predefined service, for example importing
an existing WSDL specification, or to
specify the service that is required (in
WSDL or as a more abstract model) and
pass this specification to the legacy
transformation team.

Support for designing business solutions
from available services, and for the
Supply, Management & Consumption
of services, will be provided by
NeuArchitect, which among other things
provides very rich support for integration
of legacy services. It allows the developer
to focus on building the business
application using legacy services, and
provides a very easy way to connect to
CICS, IMS, VSAM, and many other
legacy systems. It also has a rapid
access through XML messaging to
legacy systems.

NeuArchitect does not provide prebuilt
services for Supply, Management, etc.
although it provides a platform for
building a framework just such services
for various domains. 

NeuArchitect provides the ability to

reverse engineer relational databases
(DB2, Oracle, Sybase, MS SQL Server,
MS Access) as well as IMS and VSAM
systems. In fact we can then forward
engineer into those relational databases
also.

Rational’s other modeling products
reverse-engineer code from an array of
programming languages into UML
Logical and Component View models.

The On-Demand Operating
Environment
The Rational toolset covers software
development, but for business process
and workflow management, we need to
look elsewhere in IBM. The WebSphere
Business Integration Modeler allows
you to design, test and communicate
complex business processes.

The relevance of this for SOA is as
follows. Let us assume that a business
problem is too complex to solve in a
single pass. RUP and other methods
advise that problems are solved
iteratively, incrementally – and that’s fine
and dandy in many (but not all)
situations. However, there is a
fundamental disconnect in conventional
software development processes
between the models that describe the
structure and operations of the business,
and the information systems (possibly
designed using these models) that
describe the actual performance and
behavior of the business.

With service-based solutions, the
behavior of the solution is often too
complex to predict precisely. Instead, the
desired system behavior may be
achieved by applying and refining a set
of policies, possibly real-time policies.
The requisite responsiveness for the
on-demand business is achieved in part 
by integrating the business modeling
tools with the business monitoring tools.

Many interesting service-based solutions
include a complex configuration of
services, including human intervention at
various points in the process. A typical
workflow includes clerical workflow –
possibly call centre operators or
knowledge workers – and management
authorization/overrides as well as fully
automated tasks.

WebSphere Business Integration
Software combines the modeling tools
and the monitoring tools to provide a
powerful combination for managing
service-based solutions.

Figure 2: Disconnect Between
Business Modeling and Monitoring

Business Integration Modeler

Model business processes (AsIs and ToBe)

Simulate operational efficiency of process. Analyze potential
business results.

Simulate process changes prior to implementation.

Business Integration Monitor

Displays real-time data showing the business and technical
performance of the system. Access to analytical reports
(Business Dashboard).

Provides tactical problem-solving tracking and metrics
(Workflow Dashboard).

Provides capability for intervention and corrective action.

Box 3: WebSphere Business Integration
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and red buttons, without having the
training and tools to rapidly investigate
and correct any dangerous situation. For
safety critical operations, operators are
now often trained using the equivalent of
flight simulators.

WebSphere Business Integration now
brings these best practices into the
mainstream of service-oriented business
solutions. While most commercial
e-commerce systems are not safety
critical, we have seen numerous ways
in which faulty wiring in a complex
e-commerce network can have extremely
severe financial consequences.
Developers will obviously do what they
can to eliminate faults during testing, and 
tools like these will clearly be extremely
useful in debugging complex service-
based systems. However, the dynamic
nature of service-based systems means
that the system currently in operation is
always different in many complex ways
to any system that has been tested, and
so testing alone can never provide a full
answer to the question of reliability.
Complex service-based systems require
continual management, and although
much of this can and must be

Thus the modeling tool is used directly
in optimizing the business process, as
shown in Figure 3.

automated, there is still a role for human
operators/managers with appropriate
instruments to detect and interpret the
behavior of the system.

SOA Process
The WebSphere and Rational tools can
be mapped against CBDI’s SOA process
framework, shown in Figure 5.

Summary
While IBM has made a good start in
integrating the Rational products and
services with the products and services it
already had, it is clearly early days for
the merger. There are some overlaps in
functionality, and some of the possible
links between the products are still just
bright ideas on a flip chart somewhere.
We hope that the Rational toolset has
found a good home, and we look forward
to IBM and Rational taking further steps
to support SOA.

Richard Veryard  richard.veryard@cbdiforum.com

1. source: http://www.rational.com/solutions/
solutions_webserv/index.jsp

2. CBDI Report February 2003 - New Age Model
Based Development Tools
http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/
2003-02/newage.php3

Modeling for SOA – The IBM Story continued...

Figure 3: Integrated Business
Modeling and Monitoring

Such integration between modeling and
monitoring is already best practice in
certain process-oriented-industries such
as energy and chemicals. This has led to
considerable improvements in safety as
well as efficiency. One of the lessons
learned after the nuclear accident at
Three Mile Island was that operators
couldn’t be expected to handle
emergencies properly if they were simply
faced with a large array of warning lights 

Figure 4: SOA Process Figure 5: IBM and Rational Capability for the SOA Process
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By Richard Veryard Data quality has been important since
the days of batch processing. Each new
wave of application development has
introduced new demands on data quality. 

● Real-time processing. It’s not
usually possible or appropriate to
validate and clean the whole file
before you start processing it.

● Zero Latency. If you do not hold a
persistent copy of the data, you
cannot simply clean the data once,
or on a regular basis. Instead, you
may have to apply data validation
and cleanse routines every time
the data are accessed.

● Furthermore, data validation often
references other sources of data –
and these sources of data may
also be external, on a zero latency
basis. So you may never have a
perfectly clean data source to
perform validation against.
Whenever an inconsistency
between two data sources is
detected, you may need to make

a judgment about which data
source is more reliable, based on
previous levels of data quality
from each source.

● Greater data complexity. 
Extending the scope and range of
business systems typically increases
the diversity of customers, products,
locations, and so on. Each
application/organization has
different and overlapping information
needs, to support specific
differentiation/segmentation
requirements and interests.

Data Validation
Some form of data validation is a key
step to achieving desired levels of data
quality – the target validation outcomes.
Validation checks are carried out to drive
some validation actions, within the
context of some validation policy. Actual
validation outcomes are monitored over
time, and this may lead to adjustments in
validation policies.

Data quality has always been important. In the real time,

Web Service world we have new challenges in ensuring

data integrity. With collaborative real time processing, we

will be increasingly dependent on others to provide

accurate data. Consequently SLAs will increasingly include

obligations relating to data quality. How will you respond?

In this report we discuss the issues and report on one

solution from Metagenix, specialists in this area.

Data Quality for SOA
System Context: From Batch Processing to
Service-Oriented Architecture

Product Report

continues...
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level agreements; the validation checks
and actions can be applied on the supply
side, on the consume side, or as part of
the management function provided by an
intermediary or broker. It may sometimes
be appropriate to decouple the validation
check from the validation action, and this
can be done by creating an appropriate
message containing the validation result.

Validation checks can be carried out
both at the instance level (individual data
items or transactions) and at the
aggregate level (data file, datastream or
data source). This is shown in Table 1.

Traditional approaches to data quality
checks are regarded as Pass/Fail. Any
item that fails the validation check is
simply rejected (“Invalid Input, Please Try
Again”); and the presence of invalid
items may lead to the entire file being
rejected.

However, in the service-oriented world,
this approach may be neither acceptable
from a business perspective, and nor
feasible from a technical perspective.
The business may not tolerate the flat
and unfriendly rejection of a significant 

In a model-driven development
environment, the validation outcomes
and policies should be implicit in the data
and processing models, and these are
used to design and implement the
necessary validation checks and actions.
In the future, we may expect some
elements of adjustment to be carried
out dynamically.

One important need in service-oriented
architectures is establishing and
managing service level agreements
(SLA), which may partly be expressed in
terms of validation policies and
outcomes. Validation then helps to
establish and maintain these service

number of business transactions; while
the technical architecture may not
support complete validation prior to
starting any processing.

But data quality is still important, So we
have to consider alternative actions
following a validation check. See Table 2.

As Table 2 indicates, the capability to
control data quality can be combined
with a set of automated policies to govern
the overall behavior of the system.

For example, poor quality data might
trigger a reduced payment to the
information provider, or trigger an
automatic switch to an alternative
information source.

Checking the reliability of data typically
requires obtaining sample data from
multiple sources and performing
comparison or statistical analysis. A
sophisticated dynamic solution might
be able to switch extra validation on and
off, according to the actual levels of
reliability currently being achieved by the
system, and to govern this through
automatic policies.

Figure 1: Validation Learning Loop

Instance Level
Individual data item or transaction

Aggregate Level
Data file, datastream or data source

Coherence
Internal consistency and completeness.

Correspondence
Compatible with other sources, reliable.

Identity/Independence
Excessive duplication between items
or across multiple sources may reduce
the value of data. Replication of error,
and the presence of data seeds may
provide evidence of information abuse.

Single item conforms to internal
completeness and consistency rules.

Single item compatible with information
from elsewhere.

Each instance is unique.

Item is not a recognized seed.

Data set has expected levels of internal
error and statistical variation.

Data set has expected levels of
individual reliability.

Data set is complete – no missing items.

Data set proves to be a statistically
valid sample of some larger population.

Each error is unique.

Detected seeds below threshold of
acceptability.

Table 1: Types of Data Validation Checks

Data Quality for SOA continued...
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this kind of capability. MetaPure is
installed at a customer site as a server, 
which provides a SOAP based Web
Service as the interface. Other
applications and Web Services can pass
data to MetaPure for validation at the
transaction level. Think of it as extracting
all of the validation logic from your
various applications and putting it in one
place that’s accessible from a Web
Service interface.

MetaPure also supports a more traditional
mode of running in a batch mode to
check a data set such as a text file or a
relational database. The only difference
between the two approaches are the
switches you set on the MetaPure
compiler when you tell it to assemble a
set of business rules and mappings into
a package.

Metagenix found that they didn’t have to 

We might also expect business decisions
to become more cautious as the
perceived reliability/accuracy of the data
is reduced. The reliability/accuracy of the
data can be represented as one of the
contextual factors influencing a decision.
The ability to provide such contextual
metadata dynamically is a crucial enabler
for such dynamic solutions.

The development and management
demands of service-based architectures
call for highly flexible interfaces with
special-purpose software products. There
is an increasing expectation that these
interfaces can be rendered as Web
Services, with data structures and rules
expressed in an appropriate dialect
of XML.

MetaPure from Metagenix1 provides an
example of a product that has been
designed from the beginning to support

create a new XML standard to support
this functionality. The SOAP protocol
provides everything that’s needed for the
interface level, and the XML data is
embedded in the SOAP “datagram” that
fires off the Web Service. The rules are
stored directly in the repository (there’s
no need to pass rules around, the idea
is to centralize them), but the data
structures are part of the XML.

Let’s look at three constructs in the
Metapure architecture that provide
special support for Web Services.

Event Processing
The event processor provides a SOAP
based interface to MetaPure. Events can
be registered with MetaPure (such as
receiving a transaction from a partner),
which in turn can trigger the running of a
package. Likewise, packages can call
each other or start other processes. For

Immediate
Rejection/
Suspension

Intelligent
Guess

Differentiated
Service

Post Hoc
Validation

Invalid items are rejected or ignored.

Data sets that fail defined quality levels are returned
to source.

Poor quality data are held back until they are
corrected.

Incomplete or incorrect items are corrected on a
best-guess basis.

Invalid or incomplete items receive special
attention or reduced service.

Poor quality data sets may be subject to
additional checks.

Instance level corrective action (remove or modify
invalid items).

Aggregate level corrective action (switch data
source, reduce reliance on data source).

Data quality affects levels of payment/compensation.

Payments that cannot be matched against invoices
are held in a suspense account.

A travel search service requires BUDGET as a
mandatory input. The customer has not provided
this information. An intermediary service detects the
omission and inserts an arbitrary or estimated value
for BUDGET.

A customer with no valid credit references can only
order goods up to a maximum value of $1000.

If the average data quality for the past 100
transactions falls below a defined level, this
automatically triggers an alternative workflow.

Table 2: Types of Data Validation Actions
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validations can be maintained and called
from applications across the enterprise
as needed.

Rules Engine
Traditional data validation/cleanse
products are based on pattern matching.  
Thanks to the business rules approach
adopted by Metagenix, it should be able
to support any check/action that can be
expressed as an algorithm. The product
contains wizards that allow users to very
quickly generate complex rules for
actions such as distribution checks,
lookups, simple business rules (null,
empty, data type, SSN, date, zip, etc),
and aggregations.

Application Examples
A pharmaceutical company wishes to
determine the effectiveness of its
marketing/sales in getting doctors to
prescribe certain drugs. It purchases
prescription data from a third party
supplier (they pay for this data), which it
then tries to relate to inhouse data about
doctors, marketing programs, sales reps
and regions, and specific drugs that are
promoted to doctors by those reps.

Their problem is that the prescription
data coming in is often not very clean.
The most interesting of the validation
checks involved what was essentially a
join across four different tables with
several unindexed columns – to make
sure that doctors found in the
prescription data have the same
geocodes as doctors in the marketing
database and the sales database. It
was basically impossible to make this
work in pure SQL on a 65 million record
database – there’s just not enough
compute power and time to sift through
that much data for the check. Using
MetaPure, it was possible to express this
query as a complex business rule, using 

instance, you could have an event that
triggers when data in entered via a web
page. That event could specify that a
package should be run to determine
whether or not a set of conditions exist,
such as the overall error rate is now 10% 
or the count of “blue” items is now
greater than 100. If that happens,
another package that does much deeper
checking against the underlying system
could be started, or a message could be
sent informing a user of an alert.

Transaction Processing
In MetaPure a package of business rules
can be compiled in two different ways,
depending on a switch that you set when
you compile the package. You can either
get a batch job to check an entire file, or
you can get a SOAP based Web Service
that checks an individual transaction or

set of transactions. The calling application
sends a SOAP request (which includes
the data to be validated in XML), the
MetaPure Web Service validates the data
according to the rules specified in the
package, and returns the status of what
happened. The Web Service is published
via WSDL, so Web Service users can
peruse the catalog of available
validations from their own development
environments.

Since it’s a MetaPure package, it’s also
keeping track of all of the metrics data
(such as which calling applications/
users/ip addresses are causing the data
quality problems over time). And these
packages can cause other packages to
run under certain conditions or start off
other processes.

The advantage of this approach is that it
allows a user to centralize the processing
of all of their business rules into a single
point of contact. Instead of coding each
new application with a set of (different)
data validations, a single library of data

SQL for the indexed fields and in-memory

hashes in MetaPure for the unindexed

comparisons. It turned out that about

20% of the doctors in the database had

mismatched geocodes, and the query

took about 30 seconds to run.

Another company receives transaction

files from a government agency for

processing in their internal systems.

They have about 300 different business

rules that the data has to pass before

they’re supposed to accept it. Using

MetaPure, they started to implement

some of those rules, such as no blank

fields in a record, only allow certain

ranges of values, only allow values from

a validation list, etc. When a file arrives at

their ftp site it can fire off an event that

automatically runs this check and gives

them a report, as well as a queue of the

transactions that need to either be

cleaned up or returned.

The most obvious use of MetaPure is for

web applications. When a customer fills

in an order form, instead of having to

write code in your web app to validate it

each time, you can instead just pass the

data to a Web Service for the validation.

This way, if you’ve got 20 different

applications all running that are

concerned about the same set of data

(think of how many times most

enterprises do something that relates to

a customer entity), you can implement

the business rule logic once and then

refer to it as a Web Service, rather than

coding it separately each time or

worrying about if you’ve gotten the right

version of the library in the language you

need. And when you need to update the

definition of an entity (customer numbers

are now 10 digits instead of 8), you can

change the validation in once place and

all of the applications are immediately up

to date with the same vision of the truth.
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Process Guidance

Assemble the meta data and documentation for all of the data sources

and transactions that you suspect may have data quality problems. Most

companies have a pretty good idea of where to start for fertile ground,

so this isn’t necessarily a formal process.

Box 4: Recommended process for designing and installing a data quality
solution (source: Metagenix)

1

Interview subject matter experts (data stewards) and determine the critical

business rules for the various data sets. This can also include a review of

application source code to see what validation is being done on the data.

Prepare to be surprised at how differently your applications treat the same

data objects.

2

Iterate over:

a) Build a small set of business rules that express the logic you got in #2.

b) Create “rejection sets” of data that falls out from these rules

c) Go back and interview the data stewards and verify that you’ve gotten

things right.

d) If your rules aren’t correct, change them and start this iteration again, or

e) Implement the next small set of business rules

Perhaps the most important lesson that we’ve learned is that it’s not

necessary to do this top-down. You don’t need to fully describe every

single data quality rule in your enterprise before you can make progress.

We like to get a small set of rules working on the first day we arrive at a

site. Show some results right away, and your results will guide you in

directions you didn’t think of. We heard the phrase “Really? If that’s true,

then what about this other related issue?” whenever customers came

across broken data that they had originally thought was correct. Bad

data is like a virus, and you have to follow down many unexpected paths

to stomp it out.

3

The next nugget is that it is impossible to underestimate how important

the data stewards are. They’re the ones that really know how the data is

supposed to look and act. IT can’t do this in a vacuum – they have to

have a commitment from the business people of the time it takes to figure

out the rules and make sure they’ve been implemented correctly.

Otherwise, it’s like writing software without a specification. It doesn’t

matter how good of a job you do if the people that actually use the data

don’t agree that you’ve solved a real problem.

4

Summary
Web Services potentially represents a
huge differentiator for this new class of
data quality tools. Metagenix has declared
its full commitment to supporting Web
Services, and their spokesman believes
that the support currently offered goes
about as far as anyone can go. The full
capabilities of the system are visible via
the Web Service interface.

Metagenix future plans involve much
tighter integration into the Business
Intelligence world. Instead of just
checking for errors, one could easily
be checking for business conditions
deserving of an action or an alert.
Metagenix has built a real time business
rules engine with a Web Services
interface that just happens to have a
layer at the top that understands data
quality. We can surely expect to see
other layers of functionality being
exposed as time goes on.

Richard Veryard  richard.veryard@cbdiforum.com

1. Metagenix http://www.metagenix.com
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